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SELECTION OF WINDOW TREATMENTS
The window treatments discussed here are suitable alone or in
combinations. The present tendency is toward very little window
curtaining in order to allow the window to fulfil its functions of
admitting air, light, and view.
Fashion. Since changes of fashion occur frequently in window
treatments women should be alert to changes as shown in period-
icals, moving pictures, and shops.
Personality. The owner's taste, personality, and needs are such
important factors in selecting her window treatments that she
should not permit a professional to do this for her.
Theme. The mood of a room suggests the type of treatment
suitable for its windows. They can be made to appear stately,
dramatic, gay, informal, severe, studied, or whatever is wanted.
A reed roller shade used alone creates a masculine or studio effect.
Sheer ruffled criss-cross curtains suggest femininity. See page 60.
Long rich draperies finished at the top with regular groups of
pleats and looped back showing long glass curtains connote state-
liness. Long silk draperies with an extra foot of material lying on
the floor express luxury. Short full curtains with gathered valances
are informal. See page 102. A bold swag of pliable fabric knotted
into Lucite rings at the top of a Venetian blind appears dramatic.
Style. The style of furnishing of a room indicates the proper
treatment for the windows. For example, a period room should
have a window treatment in the mood of the original period. See
page 88. The original should be only suggested, however, not
copied as it was on page 87. A single pair of well-chosen draperies,
in modern colors, is sufficient to accompany certain periods, such
as Regency or Victorian, which were originally characterized by
many layers of curtains. Curved-line Queen Anne or Colonial
furniture suggests curved-line draperies as a transition between the
straight lines of the window frame and the furniture. The upper
right hand picture on page 85 illustrates this point.
Various window treatments are possible for Modern rooms.
Page 314 shows an effective one* which is to hang a gathered or
pleated fabric from the ceiling to the floor, not only beside the
windows but also all over one or two - other walls.

